
Soul-Heart ~ Waning-Moon

“When you know where you come from, you have a better 

sense of where you're going.”



Hello sweet goddess,

In this next phase we turn deeper into the heart and toward the pause, rest, 
and stillness of the coming New Moon. 

You have a big opportunity right now to notice where you have trouble 
accepting and LOVING yourself as you are. (How do outside opinions make 
you feel that you or your life should be different than it is?) 

It’s easy to make excuses for why you should have done something 
different or to feel like you’re not perfect the way we are.

But what if society actually prized “messing up”? What if every “mistake” 
was something our culture valued as a powerful & necessary learning 
opportunity? Would it change how you felt about and lived your life? Would 
you maybe feel like you could do no wrong, since every situation was 
actually a well needed lesson?



Moon Ritual: 

In order to connect with the Waning Moon during our Soul Heart cycle, 
your ritual is this:

Use a hand mirror or sit in front of a wall mirror. Make sure you can 
get right up close to it.

Repeat out loud to yourself 15 times: “I love you”

Your task here is to be present with the emotions and physical 
sensations that arise. The more you can practice your skills around 
observing with love what is present for you, the quicker you’ll be on 
your way to knowing, accepting & loving your whole self.

Everything that arises is information. Even if you feel nothing - this is 
still insight into where you have been holding back from yourself. No 
judgments. Just take notice.

Moon Phase: Waning

The 2 week period between the Full & New Moon, is the Waning Moon. This is 
when She slowly moves inward toward darkness and the energy becomes more 
reflective and still. It’s a time to think about what was illuminated by the Full 
Moon and what lessons you’d like to focus on as you retreat into darkness.

This phase is all about doing the internal work. Tend to some of the more difficult 
tasks or heavier conversations that you’ve been putting off. It’s a time to declutter 
and clean out your closet. Literally! Get rid of stuff you don’t need :)

Use your Home Practice as a way to continue bringing awareness to the aspects 
of yourself, habits, thought patterns and programs that are truly not serving you 
and are ready to be released.



Home Practice: 

Your Home Practice until the New Moon, will be a combination of the last 
phase’s Moon Ritual & Home Practice, with a twist.

Set aside 5-10 mins every morning (or as soon as you’re able to throughout the day) to 
sit in front of your altar with your journal.

Begin with the torso spiralling warm-up from your breath-work video, then the 3-part 
breath, and then the microcosmic orbit.

From there, free write using the prompt: “I give myself permission to…”

If you come to a block and don’t know what to write then write: “I give myself 
permission to not know what to write.” And keep going! Don’t stop.

If you do this everyday, you will begin to see the places where you hold 
judgment toward yourself. Especially the places you didn’t even realize you 
were. Remember that in order to make lasting shifts, you must first make the 
unconscious conscious. 

It’s best to do this in the morning because your subconscious is driving the 
ship, and you will find the most valuable nuggets. Do your best!

***Also, it’s not about getting it perfect. If you can only sit for 1 min on a 
particular day, that’s better than nothing.  AND if you simply cannot get to it, 
then it becomes a practice of allowing that to be “ok”. 

In every moment you can create an opportunity for growth.



Bonus Mantra

I am whole

Mantra

I see myself through eyes of love & non-judgment

Wisdom Question

Where do you feel the deepest disconnect with 
yourself?



Love,
Jennifer


